
Number Khmer name Khmer name English name Description

tool 01 sÞÚc stouch small rod Small bamboo rod used with a single-hooked line.

tool 02 bbk; bor bak large rod Large bamboo rod used with a single-hooked line.

tool 03 bégá bongkay triple hooked line Line with three hooks and one bait to catch larger snakeheads.

tool 04 snÞÚcrng santouch ronong multiple hooked line Long line to which short lines with a hook are tied at about 1 m intervalls.

tool 05 c,Úk chhbok three pronged spear Spear with three tips, used also during night time with a flashlight.

tool 06 sag sang multiple pronged spear Spear with many tips in a row.

tool 07 kgVar kangwa eel rake Long-handled rake used to catch eels in muddy ground.

tool 08 Qñagéd chhniang dai handled scoop basket Flat basket with two handles to catch fish in shallow water.

tool 09 GRgt; angrot drop-catch basket Basket with a wide opening to throw over fish in shallow water.

tool 10 RTU trou small drum trap Small cylindrical drum trap, often used at the outflow of a rice field.

tool 11 lb loap large drum trap Large cylindrical drum trap, often used together with a bamboo fence in deeper water.

tool 12 arrow-head fish trap Fishtrap made from bamboo mats in the shape of an arrow.

tool 13 e):ag paong vertical vase trap Woven bamboo basket in the shape of a vase with an opening at the side.

tool 14 lan; loan bamboo pole eel trap A length of bamboo pole, used to catch eels

tool 15 sab sap mosquito net fish trap Fishtrap made from mosquito net.

tool 16 m:g mong gill net Long net with variable mesh size, place along the sides of a rice field or a canal.

tool 17 fñg thnong scoop net Mosquito net between two sticks, used like a spoon.

tool 18 Qwb chap pushed net Net between two poles, pushed through the water.

tool 19 Rby:ug proyong pulled seine net Large net, pulled from two sides through the water.

tool 20 Qwb chap pulled mosquito net Mosquito net bag with two sticks that is pulled through the water.
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tool 21 sMNaj; samnagn cast net Round net with weights around the rim that is thrown into the water.

tool 22 Gnøg; anlung deep hole A hole dug into the ground near a drying rice field, fish slide into and are trapped.

tool 23 CIk chhek digging Eels hide in the mud, they can be caught digging into the mud.

tool 24 Qwb éd chap dai catching by hand In drying fields, fish can be caught by hand.

tool 25 )ac baac draining a trap pond A depression is emptied with a bucket or another device to collect the fish.

tool 26 sMras; nig GYn samrahs & ouan brush pack & seine net Branches are placed into the water, fish hiding in between are caught with a net.

tool 27 water hyacinths Water hyacinths are tied together, fish hiding underneath are caught with a net.

tool 28 earthworms as bait Eartworms are dug up, collected and sold as bait.

tool 29 fish pond A fishpond near the ricefields serves as refuge for fishes during the dry season.

tool 30 trap under a bridge Water passing under a bridge is a bottleneck for water and fish, a good place for a fish trap.
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